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Summary of Voxel X
Voxel X Network (‘Voxel X’) is a community established
ecosystem that believes DeFi is a vital resource to the Web3
economy in acquiring generational wealth distribution through
collaboration and commerce in creating the largest free
decentralized market the world has ever seen.
Voxel X ecosystem offers a solution based approach by creating
synergy between the gaming industry and blockchain technology.
Voxel X developing infrastructure within its ecosystem will provide
innovative next generation technological solutions for the
emerging NFT, GameFi and Metaverse industry, which will include
the Voxel X Powered NFT Marketplace Superkluster, VoxDEX
Decentralized Exchange, VoxelXVerse Metaverse, VoxNodes Node
Network and VoxDAO DAO system.
Voxel X is optimized for NFT digital assets, gaming, metaverse, and
Web3 development, while supporting key EVM chains.
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Token Utility
$VXL is a deflationary token on the ERC-20
smart contract using the most current
version of Solidity.
$VXL will function as the utility token for the
entire Voxel X Network ecosystem; $VXL will
be used as the native currency for
SuperKluster NFT Marketplace, VoxDEX
Exchange staking for passive returns, Voxel X
Node Network, and VoxelXVerse Metaverse.
With a 500 million token supply, a portion
allocated towards decentralized & centralized
exchanges, and the remaining allocated
across Voxel X platforms ie SuperKluster NFT
marketplace, VoxDEX VoxNodes and
VoxelXVerse Metaverse, it is fair to say $VXL
stand-alone utility token offers exponential
value to its community.
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Foreword
At the start of 2021, there were approx. 100
million crypto users, and by the beginning of
2022, well over 300+ million crypto users.
Over 4.6 billion people have access to the
internet today, and with advances in low
orbit satellite technologies; that number is
set to increase dramatically over the next 2
years.
Based on steady adoption rates, prevailing
technological advances and the global
economic and financial state of the world, it
is clear we are moving into an exponential
growth period. It is expected that there will
be more than 1 billion crypto users by 2024
and over 4.3 billion by 2030.

In addition to cryptocurrency adoption, there is an
estimated 2.69 billion online gamers worldwide.
Although at this time the gaming industry is
primarily centralized, there is a growing positive
collective consciousness towards the benefits of
blockchain gaming in web3, that will inevitably
benefit the end users experience by improving
security, functionality and in the creation of new
revenue streams.
With an ever-growing shift towards Play-To-Earn
(P2E) gaming, 2022 is expected to be the year of
GameFi & metaverse mass adoption.
Voxel X was born out of this inevitable shift, a group
of entrepreneurs, Defi enthusiasts, and blockchain
experts envisioned a decentralized, communitydriven GameFi & Metaverse ecosystem that could
facilitate this growing trend by providing
decentralized solutions, platforms, and services to
aid in the experience and quality development of
the emerging web3 digital economy.
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Security

Legal
Voxel X legal representatives are the reputable
law firm Jacque Law LLC based out of Singapore.
Voxel X comprehensive legal
formalised by Jacque Law LLC.

opinion

was

Voxel X Network Inc was incorporated as a
company in Panama as of April 2022.

Voxel X Network takes the security of its community of
utmost importance, and thus all smart contracts and
platforms within the Voxel X ecosystem, have and will
continue to be audited by the premier security auditors CertiK.
$VXL Smart Contract was audited by CertiK in March 2022 and
has consistently retained a live score at 90 or above on CertiK
Skynet, which you can also review on CertiK audit report online.
VXL Powered NFT Marketplace SuperKluster was audited by
CertiK in July 2022 and obtained exceptional results, which you
can review on CertiK website online.
All future platforms within the Voxel X ecosystem will be
audited by CertiK and the audit report findings will always be
available with its live score on CertiK 24/7 Skynet at:
www.certik.com/projects/voxel-x-network
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Voxel X Ecosystem
Providing innovative next generation technological solutions for the
emerging Blockchain GameFi & Metaverse industry

$VXL TOKEN

SUPERKLUSTER

$VXL will function as the utility token for the
entire Voxel X Network ecosystem.

A Multi-chain NFT Decentralized Marketplace
designed for creators and optimized for GameFI &
Metaverse NFT assets.

VOXDEX

VOXNODES

A powerful & robust decentralized exchange.

A community-owned, cloud-free solution comprised
of thousands of community nodes which will form
the Node architecture optimized for GameFi &
Metaverse, which will run on an auto-scaling, highspeed, lightweight blockchain.

Swap, earn, and build on the leading
decentralized crypto trading protocol.
Generous Rewards Incentive System.

VOXELXVERSE

VOXDAO

Building an interconnected Metaverse
environment with other partner environments.

Decentralized Autonomous Organisation ('DAO')
governance system governed through fair and
transparent community proposals and voting
mechanisms for decision making.

Developing and optimizing 3D cross compatible
NFT assets.
Play, trade and connect.
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NFT Marketplace

SuperKluster
SuperKluster was under development for over 10 months,
which included extensive optimization after rigorous testing
and CertiK security audit.
SuperKluster is positioned to become the world’s #1
decentralized community preferred NFT Marketplace
platform.
Extensive functionality tailored around the optimization for
3D Model NFT Minting, means we will be one of the only NFT
Marketplace platforms with the capabilities to mint 3D
models using files such as GLB, GLTF, OBJ and FBX, again this
demonstrates why we expect to become leaders within the
NFT, GameFi & Metaverse space.

We are excited to provide our very own User & Collection
Verification Feature, this will be an elective and is not
mandatory, but will serve as an added certification feature
when buying and selling NFTs on SuperKluster.
One of the main objectives at Voxel X has been to develop a
decentralized NFT marketplace platform, this has led to the
scrutinization of every process, the optimization for
automation, with the ultimate goal in working towards
becoming a fully functional community driven decentralized
platform.
SuperKluster was designed and built to optimize
metaverse/blockchain gaming development with creators,
collectors, investors and artists in mind. With the persistent
support and continued backing from the VoxCitizens and
the wider community, “SuperKluster” will become a flagship
NFT Marketplace in web3.
We have been working tirelessly to build our panel of
projects listed onto Voxel X NFT, GameFi & Metaverse
Partnerships and we expect this will provide more volume
and activity onto SuperKluster.
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VoxCitizens NFT Collection

SuperKluster
VoxCitizens will represent the community driving the
Voxel X ecosystem.
VoxCitizens are expect to be loyal to the vision of Voxel
X in becoming a decentralized community driven
project.

Voxel X Network will contribute an initial 5M $VXL token
allocation towards the $VXL NFT REWARD SUPPLY POOL,
while 50% from all VoxCitizens NFT sales including
royalties, will be distributed to the $VXL NFT REWARD
SUPPLY POOL.

There will only be a max supply of 5,000 VoxCitizens
NFTs minted. 1,000 VoxCitizens will be released annually.

Rewards will be paid in $VXL Tokens from the $VXL NFT
REWARD SUPPLY POOL and the APR is based on the
following live formula as follows:

All staked VoxCitizens NFTs will be eligible to validate
proposals and to participate in the community vote on
the VoxDAO, while earning a generous passive income via
VoxDEX.

(($VXL NFT REWARD SUPPLY POOL / (365 days lapsed
from the first day of rewards commencement)) /
amount of VoxCitizens NFTs staked) * amount of
VoxCitizens NFTs staked

The image used isn't the actual VoxCitizen NFT
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Exchange

VoxDEX
Voxel X Powered Decentralized Exchange 'VoxDEX' will serve as the premier
destination for swaps, staking and liquidity pools. With advanced features
such as limit order, expert mode, a comprehensively developed incentivised
reward system and more importantly will be audited by CertiK and live on
skynet when launched.
Additionally users who supply Liquidity (LP) to the DEX will receive automated
distributions of competitive annual rates of return for farming and annual
percentage for staking.
DEXs have been on a rinse and repeat cycle over the past couple of years and
have not brought much innovation to Defi.
Here at Voxel X not only will our DEX serve as place for swaps, staking and
liquidity pools as the standard factory default as mentioned above, but we have
made several key additions to VoxDEX for a far more advanced experience.
VoxDEX is currently working towards delivering its Beta and CertiK Security
Audit.
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Metaverse

VoxelXVerse
The Metaverse is the hypothetical next iteration of the
Internet as a single universal, immersive collection of virtual
worlds.
Voxel X aims to take a collaborative approach in development
to troubleshoot and evolve with the prevailing technologies
and industry conditions to deliver a more comprehensive
enjoyable product for the end user.
Voxel X Metaverse aims to enhance social connection,
discovery, and experience for individuals and communities of
the metaverse with a focus on interplay and synergy between
other coextensive development teams within web3.
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Node Network

VoxNodes
VoxNodes Node Network will introduce a community-owned, cloud-free
solution comprised of thousands of community nodes which will form the
Node architecture optimized for GameFi & Metaverse, which will run on an
auto-scaling, high-speed, lightweight blockchain.
VoxNodes will create a use case for high-volume, high-speed gaming on
devices such as laptops, tablets, and even smartphones, on a secure
distributed network.
A limited Nodes edition will be made available for Voxel X holders pre
launch based on requirements which has been scheduled in Q4 / 2022.
Once integrated, these Nodes will authenticate network transactions,
reduce gas fees, reduce energy consumption and provide sustainable
passive income streams for projects onboarding, node network owners and
project communities.
The Node Network Architecture Development Plan Release has been
scheduled in Q4 / 2022.
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VoxDAO
The VoxDAO exists because decentralized governance is critical to
building and managing a globally dispersed community; and
therefore critical to the success of the Voxel X Network Ecosystem.
The VoxDAO Proposal Process will allow Voxel X Network community
members to make decisions regarding Ecosystem Fund allocations,
governance rules, projects, partnerships, and other decisions for the
entire Voxel X Network Ecosystem (SuperKluster, VoxDEX, VoxelXverse
or the DAO itself).
VoxDAO aims to improve transparency, integrity, effective performance
and collaboration across the entire ecosystem.
All staked VoxCitizens NFTs will be eligible to validate proposals and to
participate in the community vote on the VoxDAO, while earning a
generous passive income via VoxDEX
While all $VXL Token holders that have single-sided staked their tokens
will be eligible to participate in the community vote, while earning a
generous passive income via VoxDEX.
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Revenue Streams
Voxel X is developing
infrastructure using $VXL as a
native token to power the
entire ecosystem.
With a large number of
projects listing onto the Voxel
X NFT, GameFi & Metaverse
Partnerships program, we
expect instant volume and $
revenue.

SUPERKLUSTER NFT
MARKETPLACE
transaction fees

VOXEL X
NODE NETWORK
transaction fees

VOXDEX
EXCHANGE
transaction fees

VOXELXVERSE
METAVERSE
transaction fees /
NFT collections
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Leadership Team
TIM TANNER

RICHARD NAKA

OLLIE POLLOCK

MICHEL TER DAM

Co-Founder – Strategic Partnerships

Co-Founder – Project Development

Co-Founder – Metaverse Development &
Security

Co-Founder - Web & Front-End Project
Development

LUKA BIRKIN

ROB H

BLAZE REED

MARKUS LANGEBRAUN

Co-Founder - Graphic Design & Video
Animations

Head of NFT, GameFi & Metaverse
Partnerships

Co-Founder - Digital Marketing

Co-Founder - Community &
Communication Platforms

WILL H

ODA HIROTO

TJ ERGUN

LEE PATON

Co-Founder - Partnerships & Business
Developement

Co-Founder - Communication
Broadcasting

Co-Founder - Security, NFT GameFi &
Metaverse Partnerships

Chief Marketing Officer

JULIAN BROADUS

NELSON MOONDELA

IRON WALL

TRAVLADD

Executive Director - Promotions

Lead Crypto Technical Analyst

Head of Security of Networks & Digital
Infrastructures

Crypto Advisor

JAKE GAGAIN

DAVID GOKHSTEIN

Crypto Advisor

Special Mention - Key Supporter
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Brand Ambassadors
JULIAN BROADUS

CORDE BROADUS

Snoop Dogg's Son

Snoop Dogg's Son

ROGER MATTHEWS

FRANKIE EDGAR

Ex Jersey Shore Reality Star

Former UFC Lightweight Champion

MICHAEL CARLISLE

EMMA SOPHINA

US Country Musician

Australian Reality Musician

NAOMI METZGER

KRISTINA KELLER

10x British National Triple Jump
Champion

Crypto Influencer

EMILY'S UNIVERSE

ALTCOIN GORDON

Crypto Influencer

Crypto Influencer

JAY CHOW
Chinese Ambassador
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Voxel X NFT, GameFi &
Metaverse Partnerships
Voxel X is working to list 100+ multi-chain
blockchain projects, which will allow for instant
volume and $ value on all of its platforms within the
Voxel X ecosystem.

Listing Benefits
Access to Voxel X Powered SuperKluster NFT
Marketplace

01

Access to a host of NFT creators

02

Access to NFT, GameFi & Metaverse Communities

03

Extensive Marketing Exposure
social media & communication platforms ie AMAs

04

Pathway to VoxDEX Decentralized Exchange

05

Pathway onto VoxNodes Node Network

06

Access to high level support from Voxel X
Smart Contract to Metaverse Development,
Marketing & Operations team

07

Connectivity of Project's Metaverse Environments
amongst communities

08
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Our Listed Partners

Grove Token

MetaBET

Game Lounge

Gorilla Mansion

Myōbu

Digital
Dolphins

MEFaverse

Women of
Basketball

Milkshake &
Friends

Supreme
Aliens

BunnyVerse

Falcon 9

Kompete

Silver Back
Evolution

Undead
Blocks

Voodoo
Aces Cartel

Decentra
BNB

Orbis86

Crypto Cloud
Punks

Astro Must

Wu Tiger
Clan

CEJI

MegaWeapon

Blockhead
Sports

DoRac

Xoomojis

Crolon Mars

TRiB3.0

Goat Gauds

colRverse

Sweti Yeti
Launch Club

Meta Queens
Club

UBA

Salty Sharks

Eleet Games

Big Girls
Rise

MetaUnreal
World

Crypto Crew
NFTs

NFT Kids
Magazine

Samuki

Galaxy Arena

PAYC

Rhino World

Mutant
crew
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Voxel X Creative Partnerships
Voxel X is working to list 1000+ creative partners which provide automatic
verified status on Voxel X Powered SuperKluster NFT Markeplace as well as
many other advantageous marketing mediums.
NFTs will transform the rules surrounding ownership, identification and the
culture of art. There are a lot of misconceptions surrounding NFTs as art and we
are determined to change this. What Voxel X Network and partners are doing is
laying the foundations of a hub for artists.
We aim to create a haven for expressionism, experimentation and co-operation.
We believe that NFT artwork as a form of expressionism is in its infancy, and it is
todays artists as early adopters that have the ability to advance this space and
prove these misconceptions to be misguided rather than the entities or
decentralized marketplaces.
It is those who create that hold the power, we at Voxel X simply want to provide a
platform and haven for this power to create a new culture, a digital renaissance.
As a first step we have created a channel focused on artists in our Discord channel.
It is a place to share passion and creativity with each other.
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Listed Creative Artists
TheoNFT
AfroChicks
WaxArt
ArtMetaX
Cryptic Art Collection
Dezentral
Cayden
Art Inspired By Banned Books

JLEE
Petey McFly
Evgeniia K
Akwaa Mariin
Passionate Artist
Josh Savage
Muzik
REP 1NE
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Exchange Listings
SHIBASWAP
Decentralized exchange

UNISWAP
Decentralized exchange

1INCH
Decentralized exchange
aggregator

BITMART
Centralized Exchange

DIGIFINEX
Centralized Exchange

BKEX
Centralized Exchange
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Featured

www.voxelxnetwork.com

